Which aspect of The Grand Delusion angers you the most?
The PCR tests are NOT a valid way to determine COVID-19 “cases.”

The mRNA gene therapy injections do NOT prevent infection.

Deaths due to COVID-19 have clearly included people who died
from some other cause but merely had a false positive PCR test.

They also do NOT stop transmission to others.

Influenza magically disappeared during the past two years.

They clinical trials did NOT demonstrate that the injections
prevent death.

Masks do NOT stop the spread of respiratory illness and they
actually cause a wide range of health and emotional problems.

Countries, states and areas where injection rates are highest do
NOT show reduced infection or death rates.

“Two weeks to stop the spread” was a blatant lie.

The spike protein used in the injections is NOT circulating
among the general population. Getting a “booster” to protect
against a portion of a virus that is known to NOT be in
circulation is clearly NOT an effective therapy. It's insane.

Lockdowns do NOT stop the spread, at best they merely delay it.
Remdesivir, Midazolam and ventilators are murder weapons.
The NIH, FDA and CDC ignored many forms of available early
treatment which have been shown to reduce hospitalization and
death by at least 50%. They have failed in the most basic way.

The FDA knew of the potential for the mRNA injections to cause
heart attacks, strokes, blood clots, thrombocytopenia,
myocarditis, pericarditis, Guillain-Barré syndrome, Bell's Palsy
and many other adverse events in late 2019, but they still
approved the injections and the boosters.

The Trusted News Initiative was and is an organized plan to hide
the truth and prevent open scientific debate about effective
treatments and the dangers of the mRNA gene therapy injections.

Millions of Americans caught COVID-19 and recovered, so they
have natural immunity that should be counted towards the herd
immunity of society as a whole.

Participation in medical experiments requires voluntary, informed
consent which, due to censorship, is not even possible.

Mandates are clearly a form of extortion. Mandating a therapy
that causes injury and does not improve health is a crime.

Tens of thousands of people have died because they have been denied effective early treatment, been
given deadly “approved” treatments or have been coerced into receiving experimental gene therapy
injections that cause a wide range of adverse events that include death and permanent injury.

Stand Up and STOP These Crimes Against Humanity!
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